SUPER DOGCHASER
KEEP THOSE UNFRIENDLY DOGS OUT OF YOUR WAY
EFFECTI VELY ANCb HUMANELY!

IMPORTANT:

• Do not point the device directly at people.

New, advanced multi purpose SUPER DOGCHASER is • Do not test the device on your own already trained
the most humane, safe and effective way to deter pets; this could cause them to become confused.
DOGCHASER helps to • Do not modify or tamper with the unit's internal
unfriendly dogs. SUPER ,
establish a safe zone betweeh the user and unfriendly components.
dogs. It can also function aI a dog-training device by • Do not cover or block the Ultrasonic Transducer.
using it in conjunction with v1rbal or._haad command^._ • Do not let the unit come in contact with water.
j• This SUPER DOGCHASER may help you to create a
With the equipped high brightness LEDs, SUPER
DOGCHASER could also funcqion as a light torch. safe zone between yourself and unfriendly dogs.
In addition of using the device, please always be
INSTRUCTIONS: cautious when approaching strange dogs.
' partment cover. SPECIFICATIONS:
1. Slide down the battery co ^
2. Insert a 9V alkaline bat'tery as indicated in the
battery compartment. Dimensions: 121 x 45 x 24 mm
3. Press the EXPEL button to check the LED flash and Weight: 55 g
ultrasound emission. Power Supply: 1 x 9V alkaline battery
4. Replace the battery comp^rtment cover. Frequency: within 20,000Hz - 25,000Hz
5. Your.SUPER DOGCHASER is ready for use. Sound Pressure: 135 dB approx.
Effective Range: up to 40 ft.
6. When the LEDs do not tu n on or when they begin
to fade, it is time to repla^e the battery. LED Life Expectancy: 100,000 hours
HOW

TO

USE:
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Battery

The SUPER DOGCHASER i equipped with three
buttons for different modes o function.
EXPEL
3

TORCH TRAIN

TORCH: press and hold the button to turn ON the light
torch.
EXPEL: press and hold the utton and point SUPER 7 1 , BATTERY BOX LID
DOGCHASER at unfriendly do s, the ultrasonic sound 2. BATTERY COMPARTMENT
waves combined with strobin light ensures ultimate
expelling effect. (SUPER DO CHASER could also be 3. TRAIN
4. TORCH
used on cats.)

TRAIN: press and hold the bufton in conjunction with 5. EXPEL
verbal or hand commands t6 train your own dogs. 6. ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCER
7. LED LIGHT

(Ultrasonic sound waves are inoudible to humans.)

